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Equity carve-out is one such equity claim that would allow the carved-out
business units to improve performance by exposing them to the new capital
and attracting new investors. However, there are several major challenges in
any carve-out transactions that need to be addressedproperly so will not
jeopardizing the value creation as the main objective of such transactions.

Hence with this regard the strengths of our firm has been presented in the
form of carve out transactions based case study.

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The carve-out transactions
refers to the selling of a
subsidiary, section, or even
other smaller portion of a
bigger commercial
organization by a larger
company to another. 
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CASE STUDY
BFChem is a global producer of tastes,

fragrances, botanicals, and ingredients

based in the United States of America.

BFChem employs 800 people in more than

20 countries and seems to have 40 sales

offices across the globe. BFChem was

considering to acquire one of its

distributors in Indonesia (Target Company)

with affiliates in Singapore, Malaysia and

Thailand. The Target Company have other

business apart from the Sillage business

unit which was going to be acquired, thus

the Target would need to carve-out the

Sillage business for this acquisition.

HOWEVER, THERE ARE SEVERAL MAJOR
CHALLENGES IN ANY CARVE-OUT
TRANSACTIONS THAT NEED TO BE
ADDRESSED PROPERLY SO WILL NOT
JEOPARDIZING THE VALUE CREATION AS THE
MAIN OBJECTIVE OF SUCH TRANSACTIONS.

Our Firm was appointed by BFChem as

the buyside lead advisor to make sure

that the acquisition was done in the

agreed timeframe and according to the

regulation. We would need to provide

the best transaction structure,

minimum tax exposures and at the

same time a seamless process by

coordinating several other supporting

professionals in several countries. At the

end of the day, BFChem would be able

to synergise the new carve-out business

unit as part of their global growth

strategy.

The case study aims at engaging our

clients and prospects in relation to any

carve out transactions. This scenario is

complicated in and of itself because of

the size and complexity of the issues

involved. Many of these problems may

be avoided by having a well-

definedproject plan, a strong lead

advisor acting as the project

management office leader, and regular

cadences which are geared toward

achieving the target schedule and

outcome.
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I S S U E S  E N C O U N T E R E D

BFChem differentiates itself by its ability to quickly

execute on complex carve-out opportunities, in which

one or more distributors with operators in Indonesia,

Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand can be acquired.

Whenever it relates to carve-out transactions, this piece

discusses the basic structure of the transaction as well

as critical factors for buyers or sellers to bear in mind.

Possessing 800 employees across and over 20 countries

allows us to make effective usage BFChem multicultural

expertise even while creating substantial synergies. As

nothing more than a consequence, before to marketing

the assets, the seller should be ready to provide

prospective purchasers with historical GAAP financial

statements again for acquired business. When preparing

the carve-out financial information, a number of

challenging issues must be handled.
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ABOUT
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
This may be the first and perhaps
most important problem that
arises in every carve-out company. 

The good compliance company would often

have a much defined income and expense

breakdown between each business unit .

Nevertheless , for smaller businesses ,

particularly those on a tight budget , this may

not be an option . In many instances , we

would have to divide the cost proportionally

to the income part , namely the allocation

cost along with Head Office associated costs ,

board of director ’s compensation , leasing ,

accounting systems , and so on .

Benchmarking the carve out financials to other businesses in the same industry.

Review the connection to parents' businesses – some cost and revenue
normalization as a result of related parties transactions, economies of scale in
purchases, possible increased investments in IT, systems, and other
infrastructures, and so on.

Conduct a contract review with customers, suppliers, workers, as well as other
stakeholders.

Review major licenses or even other recognized brands, copyrights, intangibles,
etc.

On top of those technical issues, there are several other related issues that also need
to be addressed as they are quite impacting the success of the deals as follows:
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TAX IMPLICATIONS

To prepare financial statements, it

is important to understand the

legal framework of the activities to

be carved out. Our Tax experts may

offer significant value at the outset

of this procedure. If the transfers

satisfy the three criteria of

immovable assets, workers, and

customers, they will likely be

classified as Business Transfers, thus

we might treat them as Equity

Carve-outs. Nevertheless, though

not all three elements are

transferred, the transaction will be

classified as an asset transfer. There

really are no specific regulations on

this, since there are just common

practices based on our past

transactions.

Each transfer would have a distinct

effect in terms of tax implications,

time period, and hazards involved. As

is normal procedure, the assets

transaction can have fewer tax

consequences since the value of the

assets will likely be less than the

carve-out business valuation. In terms

of time, the procedure would most

likely take the same amount of time

as a business transfer since the

majority of the processes would be

the same. Nevertheless, in terms of

risk and budgeting, we see more

tangible results when the valuation is

applied to each asset type.

EACH TRANSFER WOULD HAVE A DISTINCT
EFFECT IN TERMS OF TAX IMPLICATIONS,
TIME PERIOD, AND HAZARDS INVOLVED.
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TRANSACTION
STRUCTURE

Separate valuations of
moveable as well as
immovable assets,
customer contracts,
contract requirements,
plus employee contracts
containing benefits will
be required for the
assets transfer.

According to the transaction framework,
these very assets as well as businesses
would've been transferred to the new
corporation (buyer), or they'd be regarded
as paid up capital throughout founding a
new subsidiary, and then the latest
subsidiary would've been spun off to the
new investors. Thus every structure would
have its own tax consequences, time
period, and hazards. The appropriate
structure for the transaction would most
probably be determined by the
transaction's particular goals.

VALUATION 
The valuation methodology for each option,

whether as assets or business transfer, will be

different. Separate valuations of moveable as

well as immovable assets, customer contracts,

contract requirements, plus employee

contracts containing benefits will be required

for the assets transfer. Employee transfers will

provide another challenge in determining

whether we will also have to dismiss and rehire

underneath the new investors but whether

their previous workers' benefits will be

transferred over to the new investors. Certainly

the latter is improbable from the buyer's point

of view even that would affect the deal value of

the carve-out transaction.

The appropriate
structure for the
transaction would most
probably be determined
by the transaction's
particular goals.
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Case  study  talked  that  this

situation  by  i tself  is  complex  with

the  scale  and  scope  involved .  But  i t

was  compounded  by  the  fact  that

the  different  parties  involved  in  the

transaction  the  lead  advisor ,

accounting  f irms ,  public  value ,  law

firms ,  public  notary  and  buyers  or

sellers  directors  had  not  developed

the  needed  documentation ,  roles  &

responsibil it ies ,  and  meeting

cadences  between  and  across  each

of  them  in  order  to  be  eff icient .  

CONCLUSION

It  can  be  concluded  that  carve  out  transactions  are  complex

and  need  experience  lead  advisor  who  have  good  perspective

as  they  need  to  consolidate  several  supporting  professionals .

The  upside  potentials  of  carve  out  transactions  are  relatively

high  but  the  downside  r isks  are  very  apparent  i f  they  were  not

carefully  managed .  With  a  clear  lead  advisory  role ,  project  plan

and  management ,  and  meeting  cadences  that  drive  toward  the

desired  t imeline  and  result ,  many  of  these  issues  can  be

avoided  and  the  transactions  would  be  successful  in  supporting

the  corporate  growth  strategy  and  ultimately  optimizing  the

value  of  company .

The upside potentials of  carve out transactions are
relatively high but the downside r isks are very
apparent if  they were not carefully managed.
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